Pristine Detail, Accurate Color, Quiet Operation

• Optical zoom lens: 12x (25 ft), 20x (50 ft), 30x (75 ft)
• 1080p high definition provides fluid motion, clear image, and accurate colors
• Auto focusing algorithms resulting in quick, accurate, and stable focus
• Quiet, high-quality step motor: 1/2.8" 2.07MP low-noise CMOS

Digital and Analog Control at Your Fingertips

• Web interface control via the IP address; camera preview access
• IR remote control
• Supports IP and serial control protocols (Visca IP, ONVIF / Pelco-P/D, Visca)
• Free BG-PTZ-Control app/program for Apple devices and PCs

Unrivaled Diversity of Connections and Streaming Formats

• Supports RTSP, RTMP, RTMPS, ONVIF, and GB/T28181
• 3G-SDI, HDMI, USB 3.0, LAN / Power over Ethernet
• H.264/H.265 video compression formats provide excellent image quality
• 3.5 mm input for embedding audio into your live stream

Compatible Live Streaming Software & Online Platforms

• vMix, Wirecast, Echo360, Zoom, Skype, Meet, GoToMeeting, & more
• YouTube, Facebook, Linkedin, Instagram, Twitter, Twitch, & more
Industry-Leading Warranty & Support

BZBGear Pro AV products and Cameras come with a three-year warranty. An extended two-year warranty is available for our Cameras upon registration for a total of five years.

We pride ourselves in our Customer Service and seven-days-a-week Tech Support.